How to Earn with 4Life
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Purchase 4Life products at the
wholesale price and resell the
products for a retail profit.

EXAMPLE

RETAIL CUSTOMER
PROFIT

INSTANT DISCOUNT

50
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With Rapid Rewards, you earn
25% commission on the first LP
order of every new Preferred
Customer you personally enroll.
You also earn 12% on the first
LP order of every new Preferred
Customer on your second level,
and 5% on the first LP order of every new
Preferred Customer on your third level.
Rapid Rewards is paid the very next day to your
4Life account when you’ve qualified with 100 PV
in the current month.

Effective January 1, 2020. The first, second, and fourth level payouts for the first
LP orders are shifted. The enroller receives 25% and the immediate upline of the
enroller receives 12%. The next two immediate qualified upline distributors receive
5% and 2%, respectively. The remaining payout continues according to the Life
Rewards Plan until all levels are paid out. To be eligible to receive a Rapid Rewards
payment the very next day, a distributor must have 100 PV in the current month.

EXAMPLE

**The instant discount is not applicable to your first order with 4Life.

Profit=
$

75

25

®

®

Both Preferred Customers and
distributors receive a 25% instant
discount—at checkout—on all
personal volume over 100 LP.**

Sell for
$

4Life
Transfer Factor
Plus Tri-Factor
Formula x 4

EXAMPLE
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Buy for
$

50 LP

®

50 LP x 4=

200 LP

50 LP

50 LP

200 LP
order

Discount=
$

25

50 LP

25% of
200 LP=
$

50

EXAMPLE
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COMMISSION
Earn a 25% commission on all
monthly volume over 100 LP
from product orders placed
by customers on your My4Life
account. My4Life is a personal
website provided to you by 4Life
upon signup.

100
LP

+

100
LP

=

Commission=
$

25

$50

$200
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100 LP

100 LP 100 LP 100 LP 100 LP 100 LP

Unlock the power of Me and
My 3® to earn $50, $200, or
$800 every month.
Each bonus is achieved
through structure and
Team Volume.

TEAM MEMBER
$50

$50

$50

$200

YOU
100 LP

$800

TEAM MEMBER

100 LP

100 LP 100 LP 100 LP 100 LP 100 LP

$50

$50

$50

Distributors must maintain a monthly
100 LP (or more) Loyalty Program order
to qualify for the Builder Bonus.

$200

100 LP

100 LP

100 LP

100 LP

TEAM MEMBER

100 LP

100 LP 100 LP 100 LP 100 LP 100 LP
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TEAM
COMMISSIONS

^LP: The commissionable sales value
assigned to 4Life products.
^^When 6% is paid to a Diamond,
the additional 6% is paid to the next
Presidential Diamond or higher in
the upline. This is called Infinity Pass
Through and does not apply to first
orders.
*Principal Volume (PV): The total LP for
products purchased by you to consume
or sell for a retail profit and products
purchased by customers on your My4Life
account.
**Legs must be separate and have at
least one distributor at the indicated
rank or higher. Qualifying distributors in
the legs do not have to be frontline.
***Must have at least three International
Diamond legs, each with at least 50,000
OV to qualify.
+Prior to achieving the Gold
International Diamond rank for the first
time, distributors must reach the ID
150 K level at least one time (qualified
International Diamond, 150,000 OV, and
three legs with 15,000 LP each).
††At least half must be frontline. For the
Associate and Builder ranks, all must
be frontline.
 ††There is no enrollee PV requirement
†
at the Associate rank.

$50

100 LP
$50

